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STATEMENT OF SOLICITOR LED KRULITZ

BEFORE THE SELPITT COl"MI‘I'I'EE ()1 INDIAN AFFAIRS‘ OVERSIGHI‘ HEARING

O91 MJQTANA WATER LITIGATION, JULY 30, 1979, 10:00 A.M.

It. Chairman:

I am pleased to be here to discuss with you actions taken by this

Department which resulted in the filing of four law suits in the

State of Montana concerning Indian water rights. In your request to

the Department you listed three issues to be discussed:

1. Why were the suits filed, rather than negotiated?

2. Are the facts in the Montana situation unique, or will

other suits arise in a similar manner?

3. Can the Montana suits be set aside in favor of negotiated

settlement out of court?

I will attempt to answer each of these questions as simply and directly

as possible.

1. Why were the Suits Filed, Rather than Negotiated?

The suits were filed, rather than negotiated because passage of

Senate Bill 76 by the Montana legislature requiring adjudication of Indian

water rights in state court was imminent. Efforts to develop alternative

legislative proposals acceptable to the Department and to the Indian

tribes had failed. Senate Bill 76 mandated litigation to adjudicate

Indian water rights, and this determination by the state legislature made

litigation inevitable. The action which we asked the Department of Justice

to take simply shifted the forum of that litigation frcm the state court

to the federal court.
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I would like to add a few words about why this Administration favors

litigation of Indian water rights in federal rather than state courts.

This policy is deeply routed in the nation's history and laws. Indeed,

most of the western states have provisions in their state constitutions

disclaiming jurisdiction over Indian lands and water rights.

The issues involved in Indian water and property disputes are federal

in nature and are within the unique expertise of federal courts. Many

Indian issues, particularly water rights, generate considerable controversy

and anotion. Federal judges, appointed for life, are more able to act in

an objective, dispassionate manner than can be popularly elected state

judges. This is true not only in theory, but in practice. We have

seen a number of cases in recent years where elected state judges

exhibited overt hostility to the entire notion that Indians possess

federally recognized rights different fran other citizens. Although

the actions of the Supreme Court of the State of Washington may furnish

the nest striking example in recent years, decisions of the Supreme Court

of Nbntana concerning Indian affairs illustrate the point also. In 1975,

for example, a decision of the Supreme Court of Montana refused to

recognize the exclusive jurisdiction of tribal courts over the adoption

of tribal members, a decision which was unanimously reversed by the

Supreme Court of the United States. In its 1975 decision the Montana

supreme Court asserted that Indian citizens should be treated no differently

than other citizens, but the Supreme Court of the United States indicated

that this is not the case. The Indian tribes believe that they cannot

get a fair determination of their rights in state court, and our review
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of the record indicates that there is a substantial basis for this

belief. Further, the adjudication of Indian water rights in federal

courts does not adversely affect the ability of the state to regulate

waters within its boundaries. Federal decrees concerning Indian water

rights can be integrated readily into the state regulatory processes.

In summary, there is strong reason from the Indian perspective favoring

adjudication of their water rights in the federal courts, and there

appears to be no off-setting policy considerations favoring state

adjudicatory jurisdiction over Indian water rights.

2. Are the Facts in the Montana Situation Unique, or

Will Other Suits Arise in a Similar Manner?

The concurrent jurisdiction vested in both state and federal

courts over Indian water rights proposes a continuing problem for those

of us concerned in the administration of the government's trust responsi

bility to the Indians. Controversies over the appropriate forum are

not confined to Nbntana, but are taking place today in Arizona, New

Mexico and Washington State. Other suits may arise in a similar manner.

3. Can the Montana Suits be Set Aside in Favor of

Negotiated Settlement Out of Court?

As we read the Supreme Court decision in the case of Colorado

River Water Conservation District v. United States, 424 U.S. 800 (1976)

it is not enough simply to file a suit in the federal court in order to

secure federal jurisdiction. Rather, it is necessary that the litigation

be pursued. If we were to hold the federal suits in abeyance pending

negotiated settlement, there is some risk that we would prejudice our
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opportunity to maintain a federal forum. On the other hand, if the

state and the principal non—Indian parties were prepared to take

action necessary to see that the federal interest in securing a federal

forum was not prejudiced by negotiations, then it might be possible to

work out an appropriate stipulation. In all events, the pendency of

litigation does not preclude negotiation.

I believe it should be emphasized that it takes a considerable amount

of work to prepare a water case for trial. Much of the information

and studies conducted to prepare for litigation is equally useful for

purposes of negotiation. At this manent, for example, I do not believe

either the federal government or the tribes would be in a position to

make any binding agreements concerning the allocation of water for the

simple reason that we do not yet have sufficient information. As our

litigation preparations continue, however, we will be in that position.

I expect the sane would be true of the non-federal interests.

I hope I have been responsive to your concerns.

Thank you.


